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Abstract

The digital libraries of the future will provide electronic access to information

in many di�erent forms� Recent technological advances make the storage and

transmission of digital video information possible� This project is to design and

implement a digital video library system prototype suitable for storage� indexing�

and retrieving video and audio information and providing that information across

the Internet� The goal is to allow users to quickly search indices for multiple

videos to locate segments of interests and view and manipulate these segments

on their remote computers� A minimum of one hour of video� which will serve

as the searching information source� will be digitized� segmented� and stored in a

database� An initial VISION prototype that handles video clips in KUIM video

�le format was implemented� It has been modi�ed to handle video data in AVI

video �le format with JPEG compression� Videos� soundtracks and transcripts

are digitized� and information from the soundtrack and transcripts is used to

automatically index videos in a clip by clip manner� While this technology would

be applicable to any collection of videos� we are aiming at the educational user�

providing teachers with the ability to select segments of videos which complement

their lessons� This system prototype will serve as the pilot work of the VISION�

project� in which a complete and fully functioning digital video library system will

be implemented and evaluated�

�Video Indexing for SearchIng Over Networks
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� The VISION Project Overview

����� Driving Problem

How does a teacher �nd a video clip of the Oklahoma City Federal Building bomb�

ing� Or a video clip of Joe Montana�s �rst NFL career touchdown throw� Or a

video clip of the Kobe earthquake in Japan� Or a video clip showing how to play

tennis�

Textual information such as journals and technical reports make up a large

number of the items accessible by the Internet� but they represent only a small

portion of the volume of data available� Sound recordings� images� videos� and

scienti�c data which are non�textual usually require more storage per item� For in�

stance� a single uncompressed image with a size of ���x��� pixels requires roughly

��� KB� and a second of uncompressed digitized video� which contains �� frames

of images� requires over 	 MB of disk space� The supply and demand for non�

textual information sources is likely to grow exponentially in the near future with

�



the increasing availability of input and output devices on multimedia workstations�

In other words� we must develop technologies necessary to e�ciently handle this

tremendous volume of non�textual information to provide a major breakthrough

for the multimedia world of the future�

As new information is created and shared among the millions of Internet users

at an awe inspiring rate� it is possible that most of the information for which we

are looking exists on the net somewhere� All we need to do is to use an e�ective

searching technique to �nd them� Unfortunately� the supply of information is

increasing far more rapidly than our ability to support e�ective searching of this

huge resource� Therefore� we must �rst make fundamental advances in how this

information can be captured� stored� searched� �ltered� and displayed before it

grows out of control�

The current technology supporting the search and retrieval of non�textual in�

formation lags far behind text based systems� The simplest way to locate non�

textual information is to select by name� copy from the database to the user�s

site� and then examine it� This simple search technique has a few drawbacks� for

instance� if the names of items are not chosen carefully� certain items may never

be accessed� or other items may be incorrectly retrieved� The retrieval of useless

data puts a tremendous load on the communication capabilities of the Internet

due to the huge volume of non�textual items such as images and videos which

can be ��� to ������� times larger than typical text items� Our conclusion is that

new technologies for digital video libraries which support intelligent content�based

searching and retrieval of video information should be developed and evaluated�
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����� The VISION Project Goals

This project performs important pilot work in developing technologies necessary

to provide automatic video indexing and digital video delivery via computer net�

works� Industrial collaborators such as WGBH and CNN need these capabilities

to manage their video libraries for internal use and see this as a new way to deliver

their products� This project is to design� develop� implement and evaluate the

VISION digital video library system suitable for storing� indexing� searching� and

retrieving video and audio information and providing that information across the

Internet or the evolving National Information Infrastructure� Implementing VI�

SION will push the limits of technology� Nevertheless� in order to be an e�ective

library� users need to be able to �nd the video segments they want� Achieving this

goal will require ground�breaking research into automatic content�based indexing

of videos that will signi�cantly improve the users� ability to access speci�c video

segments of interest� In our approach� videos� soundtracks� closed captions� and

transcripts will be digitized� and information from the soundtracks and transcripts

will be used to automatically index videos in a frame by frame manner� This will

allow users to quickly search indices for multiple videos to locate segments of in�

terest from their remote computer� While this technology would be applicable

to any collection of videos� we will target educational users� providing teachers

with the ability to select segments of nature and�or current events videos which

complement their lessons�

We plan to develop technologies necessary to provide desktop access to video

segments stored in remote digital libraries� speci�cally automatic video indexing

and digital delivery via computer network�
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We intend to focus on four primary areas�

� The acquisition� digitization� segmentation� and storage of video�

� The indexing of video using scripts� manual techniques� closed captions� and

speech recognition applied to the sound track�

� The retrieval of appropriate video clips using information retrieval tech�

niques�

� The access to the video library and distribution of video via the Internet�

The proposed e�ort will address several fundamental questions�

�� How can large volumes of video data be handled in an e�cient manner�

�� Can worthwhile indexing terms be extracted from video sound tracks�

�� Can information from multiple sources be combined for e�ective indexing�

�� What is the accuracy and precision of retrieving appropriate video segment

from an information retrieval system�

�� Can video be delivered to a wide range of users over the Internet�

�� How will the improved access to segments of educational videos be used by

teachers and students to promote learning�

	� How will high�speed networks ATM� perform under large volume of video

data tra�c�

Our goal is to build a digital video library storing approximately ��� hours of

short ��� minutes� video segments which can be searched using natural queries
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language� To support the storage� retrieval� and transmission of this enormous

quantity of digital video� a high performance video storage system must be con�

structed which utilizes state�of�the�art compression and communication techniques�

To support text�based video searching� automatic indices must be constructed

based on textual information extracted from the video� To support remote access

to VISION by students and educators� a variety of graphical user interfaces must

be developed�

��� Prototyping VISION

����� Motivation

This thesis is to design and implement a VISION prototype suitable for storing�

indexing� and retrieving video and audio information and providing that infor�

mation across the Internet� The goal is to allow users to quickly search indices

for multiple videos to locate segments of interest and view and manipulate these

segments on their remote computers� Approximately one hour of video will be

digitized� segmented� and stored in the video database� The �nal product will be

a VISION prototype that handles video clips in both KUIM video �le format and

AVI video �le format with JPEG� Compression�

A few bene�ts that we will learn from the prototype are�

� A working system is available quickly to demonstrate the feasibility and

usefulness of the application�

� The prototype serves as a basis for writing the speci�cation for a production

�Joint Photographic Expert Group
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quality system�

� We may �nd incomplete and�or inconsistent requirements as the prototype

is developed�

� Confusing and di�cult�to�implement ideas may be identi�ed and re�ned�

As a whole� the major goal of this thesis is to perform pilot work on developing

technologies needed on this digital video library project� Prototyping is considered

to be an important step� which collects all the pilot work together in order to

testify that the proposed idea will work and is heading to the right direction�

����� Accomplishments

The following results were obtained through the design� and implementation of

the VISION prototype�

� A valuable digital video library of approximately one hour of video� made

accessible from the Internet via a testing client�

� A system and network architecture to support the delivery of video library

services on the Internet� The principal level supported is a high quality

video service with a maximum transmission rate of ��� Mb�s�

� Methods and procedures to playback video and audio in real�time�

� A search and retrieval engine which performs Boolean full�text searching

and returns a ranked results�
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� A graphical user interface written in Tcl�Tk package using XLib routines

was designed and developed to support the use of digital video library� This

client GUI is available on Alpha and Suns platforms�

� A video processing system which performs video and audio digitization�

segmentation� and compression in real�time�

� Automatic segmentation of video clips based on pixel values�

By prototyping the VISION digital video library system� we gained experience

in designing and developing a complete VISION digital video library system� We

also learned about the basic technologies needed� including� �� handling multi�

media data in the network� �� processing the video and audio data such as dig�

itization� segmentation� decoding and capturing them in real�time� �� Choosing

an appropriate database system to build search indices and perform Boolean full�

text searching� �� Handling the synchronization of the video and audio playback�

and achieving a near real�time playback rate of �� frame�sec� Finally� our future

work is to implement a full function VISION system by extending the current

prototype�

��� Related Work

����� Digital Libraries In General

Technological advances of several kinds are converging to transform the ways in

which we generate� store� and use information� Digital libraries are being built

which store a wide variety of information and information types� page images of

technical journal articles ����� nucleic acid sequence data ��� � geographic infor�

mation ����� computer science technical literature �Brunei� �

�� to name a few�

	



Transmission over gigabit networks will allow ubiquitous access from K��� stu�

dents� colleges� businesses and government� With regular libraries� the user goes

to the information� In the digital realm� the information is delivered to the user�

requiring easy to use� easy to learn user interfaces ����� and information servers

which can interface with a wide range of client technologies ��	�� The ability of

users to manipulate retrieved information has fundamentally changed the relation�

ship between the information producer and consumer ����� prompting attention

to both the legal and social aspects of this process ��	��

Prominent libraries are leading the foray into the electronic world� The Li�

brary of Congress has been continuing the digitization e�orts begun �ve years ago

by its American Memory pilot project� which has successfully digitized more than

������� items� As the home of the US� Copyright O�ce� the library is currently

addressing copyright issues through several projects� one of which is the Electronic

Copyright Management System ECMS� allowing automated copyright registra�

tion �Becker� �

� �� Initiatives for Access� a program of �� development projects

at the British Library� was inaugurated in July �

� to investigate hardware and

software platforms for the digitization and subsequent networking of a rang e of

library materials� In addition to enhancing library services and facilitating access�

the program will establish standards for the storage� indexing� retrieval and trans�

mission of data� and will examine the copyright issues involved with digitization

of material and its provision over networks �����

Large scale collections of video data are getting attention� For instance� AT�T

envisions a huge digital library storing a wide range of data� including movies for

viewing on demand� interactive presentations� educational materials� marketing
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presentations� and news ���� To make this dream a reality requires research in the

basic technologies necessary to implement digital video libraries� Recent e�orts

have been made in developing the individual components necessary for handling

multimedia data ����� Current digital library prototyping e�orts include� content�

based document browser� document analysis and conversion� document architec�

tures and standards� search and display�

The emerging ability to digitize and manipulate image� video and audio in�

formation is leading to the creation of large scale collections of multimedia data�

Recent e�orts have been made in developing the individual components necessary

for handling multimedia data ���� ���� and building software systems and oper�

ating systems designed to handle multimedia data ���� ���� Launched in �

��

in response to the ACM Publications Board�s plans to encourage an electronic

archive for computer science� project Envision at Virginia Tech is a digital library

e�ort to develop a multimedia collection of computer science literature with full�

text searching and full�content retrieval capabilities �����

People are looking for a technology to treat collection of digital video seg�

ments as a library which can be automatically indexed and searched based on the

contents of the video� Given the limited descriptive ability of current computer

vision systems and improving accuracy of connected speech recognition systems�

the most sensible approach for automatically indexing video is to extract textual

descriptions of the video directly from the audio track� The Video Mail Retrieval

Using Voice Project at The University of Cambridge represents one e�ort in this

direction ����� This group is attempting to extract video indexing terms from the

sound track and written contents of video mail� We are in contact with this group






through Dr� Karen Sparck Jones� who is on our technical advisory board� and

intend to share ideas and successes with them�

Recently� the National Science Foundation funded six digital library initiatives�

The Stanford Digital Library Project tries to develop enabling technologies for an

integrated virtual library to provide an array of new services and uniform access

to networked information collections� The Integrated Digital Library will create

a shared environment linking everything from personal information collections� to

collections of conventional libraries� to large data collections shared by scientists�

The project aims integration at a much higher level than transport�oriented ex�

change protocols details of accessing diverse sources� an abstraction layer called

Information Bus is proposed to mediate communication between di�erent clients�

sources and services� The Information Bus protocols will allow users and applica�

tions to express their goals in a language that expediently describes information

management tasks and objects� High�level concepts and protocols will allow users

and developers to interact with diverse library resources in a uni�ed manner �����

UC Berkeley�s Digital Library Project focuses on the following critical tech�

nologies� �� Fully automated indexing and intelligent retrieval� To this end� they

are developing and exploiting techniques for computer vision of digital textual and

image documents� �� Developing database technology protocol for client�server

information retrieval� �� Improving data acquisition technology� and tools that

facilitate the creation of specialized document recognition systems� and �� New

paradigms of interaction� which is to provide a content�oriented browser in which

text segments� images� and other parts of documents will be analyzed for their

contents� They are creating a prototype digital library focused on �The California
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Environment�� It is a large collection of diverse kinds of data about the environ�

ment in California �����

The goal of the Alexandra Digital Library Project at UC Santa Barbara is

to develop a distributed system that provides a comprehensive range of library

services for collections of spatially indexed and graphical information� While such

collections include digitized maps and images as important special components�

the Alexandra Digital Library will involve a very wide ranges of graphical mate�

rials and will include textual materials� Users of the Alexandra Digital Library

will include from school children to academic researchers to members of the gen�

eral public� They will be able to retrieve materials from the library on the basis

of information content as well by reference to spatial location� The architecture

of the testbed system includes a user interface supporting simple access to each

of library services by combinations of textual and visual languages� a catalogue

component providing rapid and appropriate response to user queries� particularly

those involving content�based search� a storage component providing storage for�

and high�speed access to� large collections of spatially indexed items� and inges�

tion component allowing libraries and system managers to add new items to the

library collection ��	��

The University of Illinois is working to bring professional quality search and

display to Internet information services� The testbed collection consists of ar�

ticles from engineering and science journals and magazines which are obtained

in SGML format directly from major partners in the publishing industry� The

testbed software will support comprehensive search and display of complete con�

tents of articles� including text� �gures� equations� and tables �����
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The University of Michigan Digital Library UMDL� Project�s contents em�

phasize a diverse collection focused on earth and space sciences� The UMDL

testbed will consist of a cooperating set of three types of software agents� user in�

terface agents� mediation agents� and collection agents� User interface agents will

conduct interviews with users to establish their needs� Mediation agents will co�

ordinate searches of many distinct but networked collections and collection agents

will handle searching within speci�c collections of text� images� graphics� audio

and video ����

����� Digital Video Library System

The sixth NSF initiative� The Informedia Digital Video Library Project at Carnegie�

Mellon University� is the most relevant to this project� They are developing new

technologies for creating full�content search and retrieval digital video libraries�

Working in collaboration with WQED Pittsburgh� the project is creating a testbed

that will enable K��� students to access� explore� and retrieve science and math�

ematics materials from the digital video library� The library will initially contain

����� hours of video from the archives of project partners� One of the research

aspects of the project is the development of automatic� intelligent mechanisms

to populate the library through integrated speech� image� and language under�

standing �	�� The library will use a speech recognizer to transcribe narratives and

dialogues automatically� In addition to annotating the video library with text

transcripts� the video will be segmented into smaller subsets for faster access and

retrieval of relevant information� Segmentation of video clips via visual content

will be performed�
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Our approaches complement those of the Informedia project� Whereas they

are focusing on the application of knowledge�intensive techniques for video index�

ing� we are exploring the e�cacy of low�knowledge statistical approaches corpus

linguistics rather than natural language processing� image analysis rather than

computer vision� word�spotting rather than full speech recognition�� It is quite

possible that knowledge�rich indexing will result in improved search performance�

However� for many many video archives� the investment in knowledge engineering

will be considered too high a price to pay� making it worthwhile to also investigate

lower cost in e�ort and money� approaches� For many archives� the choice will be

either automatic domain�independent segmentation and indexing or no indexing

at all�

Given the limited descriptive ability of current computer vision systems � ����

the only imaging techniques available to index the videos� especially without any

domain information� are the extraction of basic image features from representative

frames in each segment� The QBIC system developed by IBM Almaden Research

Center is one system which indexes images by features� allowing retrieval based

on color percentages� color layout� shape etc� This approach may be su�cient for

collections of images which have one main subject in each picture� but it seems

less applicable to video frames containing many objects of interest� Also� what is

said is a better indicator of content than what is in the picture� How many movie

scenes could be described as picturing a human face� However� we will explore

this approach by extracting a collection of image features which are automatically

extracted in order to compare these methods with the audio�based indexing�
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With the improving accuracy of connected speech recognition systems � ����

our main approach for automatically indexing video is to extract textual descrip�

tions of the video directly from the audio track� The Video Mail Retrieval Using

Voice project at The University of Cambridge represents one e�ort in this direction

����� Alternatively� the MIT VsBrowser system ���� extracts textual information

from closed captions� on which it does simple pattern matching� This allows it

to deal e�ciently with a dynamic database CNN Newsline reports are acquired

every half hour� but does not allow it to provide high�quality search available us�

ing full�text retrieval techniques� We too will experiment with using the contents

of the closed captions but we will use them for indexing with a full�text retrieval

engine� To further distinguish our approach� unlike VsBrowser� we will segment

the video sources we acquire�
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Chapter �

VISION Prototype Design

��� System Overview

����� System Design Requirements

The VISION system is designed to support access to relatively short video seg�

ments� This is fundamentally di�erent from video on demand systems which are

designed to transmit entire movies� In particular� its storage and retrieval system

must be designed to support random access to short video segments� In addition�

the system must be able to support a variety of user interfaces supported over com�

munication networks with di�erent transmission properties� The requirements for

creating an e�ective VISION prototype with these properties are�

� We will need to acquire a collection of production quality educational videos

which will be used to evaluate the e�ectiveness of the VISION prototype

design and implementation� Educational videos typically contain a number

of segments on topics which can stand on their own without viewing the

entire video� These video clips can often be viewed in any order and still

retain educational value�
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� Since at present� most of educational videos are stored on analog magnetic

media� we will need to include video and audio digitization capabilities� The

source of material must be digitized from high quality video media in order

to ensure highest possible �delity to the original videos� It must have enough

processing capacity and bandwidth to digitize video and audio in real time�

� A video storage system that stores digitized video and audio streams is

needed� It will also provide an interface for retrieving� processing� updating�

and storing additional video and audio streams� In this video storage system�

handling disk space e�ectively will be a major concern�

� There should be a subsystem that has su�cient processing capacity to im�

plement video and audio compression and image processing functions in real

time�

� The goal of the VISION project is to support searching of a digital video

library using content�based queries� Hence� a user�friendly and interactive

user interface must be designed and implemented�

����� Overview of The VISION Software Components

In order to simplify the discussion of the system requirements mentioned in the

previous subsection� VISION is decomposed into the following �ve primary com�

ponents�

�� Video Storage System�VSS	

The VSS stores video segments for processing and retrieval purposes� Since

our objective is to provide intelligent access by multiple users to portions

of a video rather than entire videos� the VSS must be capable of delivering
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numerous short video segments simultaneously�

�� Video Processing System�VPS	�

The VPS consists of video processing programs to manipulate� compress�

compact� and analyze the video and audio components of a video segment�

In particular� the VPS contains a component to recognize keywords from

the soundtrack of video segments�

�� Information Retrieval Engine�IRE	

The IRE is used to store indices extracted from video segments and other

information about the video segments� such as source� copyright� and au�

thorization� The IRE will be capable of supporting Boolean search queries�

�� Query Server�QS	

The QS processes video queries from the Remote Clients and communicates

with the IRE and VSS to enable users of the digital library to extract video

data and create multimedia representations of the information of interest�

�� Client

The Client is a graphical user interface which resides on the user�s computer�

It includes interfaces for conducting structured and Boolean full�text search

and a simple video editor�

Figure ��� shows the overview of the VISION software components� As can be

seen from Figure ���� these �ve components are highly interrelated and support

three very di�erent VISION functions�

� The creation of the VISION archive�

�	
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� The processing of video in the VISION to build automatic indices�

� The access of the VISION by users of the testbed system�

The design of each of these components will be discussed in the next section�

��� The Design

����� Design Strategy

Figure ��� shows the system design process necessary to produce a useful pro�

totype� The �rst step� the system design requirements� were established in the

previous section� Since this is a prototype design� producing a working prototype

quickly and cost e�ectively is our �rst priority� Hence� adaptation of existing

software and hardware components is essential in this prototyping process�

The software requirements of the initial prototype are�

� A database management system running on the Video Storage System or

Information Retrieval Engine to handle structured data� building indices

and searching�

� A full�text search capability located at the Information Retrieval Engine to

process textual queries�

� A software package that will handle all the video and audio processing tasks�

� A query server whose job is to communicate with clients and control signal

and data tra�c between database and clients�
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� A graphical user interface as the client� It should includes interfaces for

conducting Boolean searching and a simple video editor�

On the other hand� the hardware requirements are �

� Fast�speed disk capacity to store data�

� A UNIX workstation which is used as the server and runs VPS� IRE� and

VSS�

� A UNIX workstation which is used as the client�

� There will be a J��� board mounted on both server and client machine for

the purpose of digitizing� compressing� and decompressing video data for

storage and display after retrieval�

� Both server and client machines connected via Ethernet or ATM�

Top�down design in conjunction with functional decomposition strategy was

used to produce design part shown in Figure ���� Using this design strategy� the

problem is recursively partitioned into sub�problems until smaller tractable sub�

problems are identi�ed� As shown in Figure ���� the system is decomposed into

�ve main software components� Re�nement of each components will be carried

out according to the system design requirements and speci�cations�

����� Hardware Design

This project does not require us to design any new hardware components� but

the organization and con�guration of hardware components of the system play
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a major role in achieving system e�ectiveness� We are using existing hardware

components such as Alpha workstations to be part of the VISION prototype�

The major hardware exploration is identifying� adapting and purchasing suitable

hardware components such as video boards for digitizing purposes�
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Figure ��� shows the con�guration of hardware and network system setup of

the VISION prototype� An Alpha machine will be the server and run the VPS�

IRE� and VSS� All the digitized video segments will be stored in high�speed disks

which are mounted directly to the server machine� With this disk space� an hour

of digitized video data will be stored for searching and retrieving demonstrations�

In order to produce digitized video segments from analog sources� a J��� video

board mounted on an Alpha machine� together with the necessary software� will

create video segments �le in both KUIM� �le format and AVI� video �le format�

Di�erent workstations will serve as the Clients handling the user interactions�

These workstations include an Alpha workstation in the same local area network

as the main server machine and several Sun and DEC workstations� Macintosh

and Pentium machines are also available� The whole network is connected by

Ethernet and ATM�

Again� the primary goal of this thesis is to design and implement a working

prototype for proof�of�concept purposes� hence� it is su�cient that the available

hardware components provide the following functions�

� Disk space to store and handle an hour of digitized� compressed video and

audio data� together with their indexing information�

� An Alpha machine as the client with a J��� video board which can decom�

press the video and audio data fast enough in order to match the standard

video playback rate�

� An Alpha machine as the server with a J��� video board which can digitize

�A video �le format that a chunk of ���� bytes of header followed by raw video data
�Audio and Video Interleaved
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and encode video data in the speci�ed format�

� An Ethernet connection between the Client and the Query Server with ex�

ternal connections from the Quer Server to the Internet�

����� Software Design

Figure ��� shows the system functional �ow diagram� Each primary component

dashed boxes�� is decomposed into a few primary activities which are the top�

level algorithm speci�cations for implementing the prototype modules�

A high�level system data �ow diagram is also shown in Figure ���� It consists

of the data �ow inside and between each of the �ve primary software components�

This system data �ow diagram is a sub�product of the system functional �ow dia�

gram shown in the Figure ���� The main purpose of having this data �ow diagram

is to identify the data format to be handled and produced by each of the primary

software components� These system functional and system data �ow diagrams

will be further decomposed into smaller sets as the design process continues�

The distribution of system control signals is another important part of design�

ing the system� A sketch of the control signals between the �ve primary software

components is shown in Figure ���� Notice that the client software acts as a trig�

ger to the query server which controls the Video Storage System and Information

Retrieval System� Note that the Video Processing System is isolated from the

other four primary components since it is only a preprocessing unit� The data

and control signal �ow between this video processing system and video storage

system or information retrieval system is only needed to create and update the

database and searching indices� As shown in Figure ���� there are total of � main
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internal control signals found in the system� The following is a description for each�

�� Signal to trigger the video processing unit when there is a need to update the

database and searching indices� This control signal could be omitted from

the control system because the video processing unit can be isolated as a

stand�alone unit� That is to say� updating the database and searching indices

can be done externally without any acknowledgement from the system itself�

�� Retrieval signal used to trigger the retrieval of the �rst�frame of a video clip

in the video database�

�� Combination of query input signal and message processing signal� This is

the main control signal from the Query Server to access the Information

Retrieval Engine and the Video Storage System�

�� Retrieval signal asking for the delivery of a chosen video clip� This signal

controls the transfer of a video clip from the video database through the

network to the Client�

�� User input signals and searching control signals which will be the trigger

source for either control signal � or ��

�� Feedback or return control signals from the server� It includes error mes�

sages or return signals of the network system software package�

In the following few sections� the internal design of each primary component

will be discussed in detail� The data structure design and algorithm design for

each of these components will be discussed in greater detail in chapter ��
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������� Video Processing System�VPS	

Because we are constructing a digital library� the source material must either be

acquired in digital form or digitized from high quality video media� The main

sequence of functions carried out by the video processing unit is digitization� seg�

mentation� encoding� and speech recognition� An additional sub�system which

performs the extraction of �rst�frame of each segmented video clips and saves

them in KUIM image �le format is added� These extracted images are used as

icons to represent retrieved video clip in the client� Figure ��	 shows the func�

tional �ow diagram of this video processing system�

In the encoding process� the Joint Photographic Experts Group JPEG� pro�

posal speci�es an algorithm for compressing single frames based on the discrete

cosine transform DCT�� This is a lossy compression algorithm which operates by

discarding and quantizing DCT coe�cients for each �x� ��x��� blocks of pixels in

the image� By varying the degree of information loss and image quality�� JPEG

can achieve compression rates between ��� and ����� or higher� Reasonable speed

is achieved by partitioning of the image into �x� �r ��x��� pixel block� and by

using look up tables in the quantization and coding of DCT coe�cients� The

major drawback of this approach is the blockiness of decompressed images when

too many coe�cients are discarded� At compression rates of approximately �����

we expect JPEG compressed images to be almost original quality�

������� Video Storage System �VSS	 and Information Retrieval Engine

�IRE	

Since the functionality of Video Storage System and the Information Retrieval

Engine are interrelated� it is convenient to treat these two systems as one unit
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in the design phase� Figure ��� shows the sub�system functional �ow diagram

for both the Video Storage System and the Information Retrieval Engine� The

Video Storage System simply consists of two di�erent subdirectories on a local

disk directly mounted on the VISION server machine� One subdirectory is used

to store digitized video clips in AVI format� The other subdirectory is used to store

the icons representing each video clip� In VISION� we are dealing with four types

of information� There are� images icons�� video clips� full�text� and structured

textual data DBMS�� This data can be accessed through the database controller

that resides in the Information Retrieval Engine� In other words� the Information

Retrieval Engine serves not only as the information retrieval system controller�

but also as the access to the information database� The indexing for the VISION

will be based on audio information in the video which is extracted manually� The

full system should index video segments based on speech recognition� scripts� and

closed captions�

������� Query Server

The Query Server processes video queries from the Remote Client� It serves as

the master controller to the Information Retrieval Engine and the Video Storage

System� All signals from the Remote Client go through this Query Server �rst

before they are distributed to their �nal destinations� Also� all the return signals�

including the data stream from the database� pass through the Query Server

before they are being transmitted to Remote Client through the network� Figure

��
 shows a functional �ow diagram of the Query Server� As can be seen from this

�gure� the Query Server is a signal controller and distributor between the Remote

Client� the Information Retrieval Engine and the database�
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������� The Remote Client

Figure ���� shows the system �ow diagram of the Remote Client� This Remote

Client consists of six primary sub�processes�

�� A network controller which sets up the communication between the Remote

Client and the Query Server� It transmits the signals from the users to the

Query Server and sends the received return signals to a signal distributor�

In addition� it handles all the data �ow from the database and transfers it

to the correct location for storage and processing�

�� A signal distributor which accepts input signals from the user and forwards

them to the network controller� It distributes the necessary triggers to

activate di�erent sub�processes�

�� A non�textual sources collector which receives video streams from the net�

work controller and saves them in local disk�

�� A textual source collector that collects the returned textual information in

local memory�

�� A video display and editing feature that saves video clips in KUIM or AVI

video �le format� A simple editing utilities such as selecting an image from

a video clip is also provided by this video editor�

�� A client GUI that provides utilities for displaying search returns such as

icons and textual information� and a graphical user interface for the Boolean

search process�

��
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������� Networking

The main function provided by the networking software is to handle di�erent

formats of data to transfer them over the Internet� and vice versa� A connection�

oriented protocol called Berkeley socket is used to set up the communication

between the Query Server and the Remote Client� Figure ���� shows the func�

tionality provided by this network software� As can be seen from this �gure� all

the data is converted into a byte stream before it is read from or written to the

socket� Hence� a socket with TCP�IP protocol which is the SOCK STREAM type

is created to handle this data communication� Once the socket is created and a

connection is ready between the Query Server and the Remote Client� all the data

�ow through this connection is controlled by the Query Server on the Server� and

by the client software on the Remote Client� The implementation of the socket

will be discussed in detail in the Chapter ��
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Chapter �

Implementation

This chapter focuses on the implementation of each software component discussed

in the previous chapter� The design of each component is re�ned in the imple�

mentation process in order to suit the system requirements and to simplify the

implementation process of the prototype�

��� Video Processing System �VPS�

Figure ��� shows the working block diagram of the video processing module� All

the functional blocks designed in the previous chapter have been re�ned to their

corresponding functional implementation in software or hardware� To digitize

video and audio� we chose the J��� video board mounted on an Alpha machine�

together with a software package called Multimedia Services for DEC OSF�� AXP

Software� This software helps developers create multimedia end�user applications

and enhances existing applications using the Sound and Motion J��� option mod�

ule�

The process of digitizing the audio and video source� segmenting and creating

�	



the AVI �le for each video clip was implemented by Wei Li� a post doctoral

researcher� Hence� in term of designing and implementing the Video Processing

System� this thesis only covers the process of �rst�frame extraction� soundtrack

processing� and preparing the one�hour of video data using Dr�Li�s programs�

����� The Sound and Motion J��� Video Board

The Sound and Motion J��� option module permits the users to add multimedia

capabilities to the Alpha AXP system by installing one two�board TURBOchannel

option module� The Sound and Motion J��� video board also allows developers

to receive and transmit video and sound using laser�disc players� video cassette

recorders� video cameras� speakers� and more� It was chosen for our project be�

cause it can�

� handle real�time video capture of video signals in NTSC ��� x ����� PAL�

or SECAM 	�� x �	� pixels� format�

� support full�frame video data storage�

� perform JPEG compression and decompression of the video signal in real�

time�

� scale and �lter the video signal before compression�

� dither from �� bits�pixel to ��to���� colors�

� capture video video�in� in ����� YUV format� in ��bit pseudo�color or ��bit

grayscale�

� sample multiple audio at rates from ��bit �K Hz� to ���bit

For prototyping purposes� we are digitizing the video in real time using ��bit

pseudocolor format JPEG compression� The compression ratio to be achieved will
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be around ��to��� and ��to���� There will be another J���� video board mounted

on the client machine in order to support the decompression process in real�time�

The J��� requires an Alpha machine� with a minimum memory of �� MB running

the DEC�OSF� operating system Version ��� or higher�

����� Multimedia Services for DEC OSF�� AXP Soft�

ware

Multimedia Services for DEC OSF�� AXP is the multimedia audio and video

enabling software for DEC ���� Alpha AXP systems� It is Digital�s standard

application programming interface API� to multimedia functionality on Alpha

workstations� It provides a set of software services and tools for developing appli�

cations that use multimedia features on these systems� Multimedia Services for

DEC OSF�� AXP is designed to minimize the device�speci�c code that applica�

tion designers must include in their multimedia application programs� It includes

low�level device drivers� device�independent run�time services� and the API� The

API and �le formats are compatible with multimedia programming interface de�

�ned by Microsoft for Window and Window NT� This compatibility eases porting

of multimedia applications from Windows platforms to Alpha systems and vice

versa by reducing the programmer�s learning curve and the coding changes re�

quired for a successful port�

Multimedia Services for DEC OSF�� AXP has a client�server architecture that

uses shared memory transport to communicate between the client applications and

the server controlling the multimedia hardware� The multimedia services include

the following�

� Waveform audio recording and playback
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An application uses waveform audio services to manage the recording and

playback of waveform audio� The primary waveform audio functions give

an application the ability to record audio encode audio signals and cap�

ture digitized audio in bu�ers� and to play audio generate output audio

waveforms from digitized audio contained in bu�ers�� The waveform audio

services also include supporting functions that allow an application to query

device capabilities and to open� close� and con�gure devices�

� Video capture and playback

An application uses the low�level video services for video capture and play�

back� The video capture services allow an application to capture incoming

video signals� either single frames or real�time streams� in memory bu�ers�

� Video compression and decompression

An application uses video compression and decompression services to com�

press or decompress video data� These services provide access to multimedia

hardware and software support for JPEG compression and decompression

and for dithering on the Sound and Motion J��� video board� The video

compression and decompression services also include functions for manag�

ing devices and for controlling the compression parameters that a�ect the

quality of compressed video image data�

� Multimedia 
le I�O

An application uses �le I�O services in conjunction with the other multime�

dia functions to create and write disk �les to store audio and video data� The

�le are in RIFF� �le format which includes the Waveform Audio WAVE�

�le format and the Audio�Video Interleaved AVI� �le format�

�Microsoft Resource Interchange File Format
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����� Processing Soundtrack For Indices Source

For this prototype� the text content for each video clip� which is used as the

indexing source� is manually entered based on the scripts provided� If there is

no scripts provided� the text content is created by watching to the video clip

and transcribing its soundtrack� A speech recognition software package will be

installed in the video processing unit in the near future to recognize the soundtrack

of each video clip� However� the manual transcription will be a valuable resource

to measure the accuracy of the speech recognition process�

����� Extracting An Image From The Video Clip

A program written in the C language uses MME� service routines to extract the

�rst frame of each video clip in AVI �le format to be used as an icon at the

Remote Client� The size of the extracted frame is ��� x ��� pixels� Figure ���

shows the �ow diagram of internal functional calls in the extraction program� The

main sequence of functions in this program is open an avi �le� set up the header�

get the �rst frame chunk and colormap� decode them� and �nally store them in a

���x��� pixels KUIM image �le�

��� Video Storage System �VSS� and Informa�

tion Retrieval Engine �IRE�

The Video Storage System VSS� stores digitized video and audio in disk �les�

These are indexed by a table in the database used by the Information Retrieval

Engine� The VSS has a total of 
 gigabytes of disk space which is more than

�Multimedia Services for DEC OSF�� AXP
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su�cient to store one hour of video and audio data� The Information Retrieval

Engine� together with the Query Server� has the full control of this video storage

system which is in fact consists only of a subdirectory� Video and audio data are

stored in AVI �le format� identi�ed by a unique �lename�

The IRE consists of a search engine and a database which is used to keep

the search indices� the id unique �lename� of each video clip and its icon in the

VSS� The IRE also stores the textual information and structured data which are

the search indices for each video clip� Figure ��� shows the �ow diagram of the

internal structure of each sub�component found in both VSS and IRE�

����� Video Storage Unit

The basic video storage system consists of a 
 gigabytes of disk space which is

directly mounted on the server machine� For real time video playback �� frames

per second�� each frame consists of ��� rows and ��� columns of color pixels� With

� bytes per pixel� the size of an hour of uncompressed video data will be around

���� GB� For the audio data� we will be dealing with a sample rate of ���� samples

per second� where each sample is � bit in Mu�Law format� Hence� the total size

of an hour of audio data is close to ��� GB� By applying a compression ratio of

���� to both the video and audio� we need ���� GB of disk space for a full hour of

compressed video and audio data� Therefore� a size of 
 GB disk is su�cient� Of

course� there is a tradeo� between compression ratio� image quality and amount

of disk needed which must be evaluated on an application by application basis�

The only task of this video storage system is to store video clips� generated

in VPS� in AVI �le format and their �rst frame images in KUIM �le format�
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Each AVI �le and KUIM �le has a unique �lename which is stored in a textual

database at IRE� In the other word� these video clips and images are identi�ed by

their unique �lenames�

����� Information Retrieval Unit

The information retrieval unit consists of two parts� �� a textual database and

�� the database server�the search engine� In this prototype� an Object Relational

DBMS� called Illustra is used as the database system to index both structured

and free�text information� The basic system can store� index� and retrieve data�

An optional extension to this is the Text DataBlade� which has the capability

to store full�text documents� build search indices and perform Boolean search on

their contents�

Creating Video Database Using Illustra Database System

The Illustra Database is an object�relational database management system� The

architecture of this ORDBMS is shown in Figure ���� ORDBMS combines the

data modeling advantages of ODBMS and RDBMS to provide good performance

in terms of speed and data handling� The features of this ORDBMS include the

following�

� Table�driven database system

� Extensible with user�de�ned datatypes� user�de�ned functions� and new ac�

cess methods�

� Able to add new datablades with user�de�ned new datatypes�

� Unique object identi�ers OIDs� which can be used for indexing�

�Database Managements System
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The Illustra database is based on Client�Server system architecture� in which the

server spawns processes for each client connection� Thus� an Illustra Server is

capable of supporting multiple clients simultaneously�

The video database for the VISION prototype consists of two subdirectories

and the Text DataBlade module� which is an optional datablade in the Illustra

Database System� The �rst subdirectory is used to store �les of video clips which

are indexed by unique �lenames� The second subdirectory is used to store image

�les of icons for each video clip stored in the �rst subdirectory� The �les of icons

are identi�ed by assigning them the unique �lename for each icon� The Text

DataBlade module in the Illustra Database System is used to create a table which

is used to store search indices information of the video database� Each row of

the table stores the search index information for a video clip� This search index

information includes the �lename and the path of the video clip and icon� the size�

the scripts and etc� The description of this table will be covered in the following

section� The Boolean searching will be performed on this table�

Building Search Indices Using Text DataBlade

The Text DataBlade module� which is one of the optional datablades in the Il�

lustra Database System� de�nes and supports a single data type called doc� The

doc data type stores a document in an object of the large object data type that is

part of the basic Illustra system�

A table stores document text in columns of the doc data type� Figure ���

represents the structure of the table created in the Text DataBlade� It also shows

the link of each column entry� which is the textual data of each video clip� to
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its location of video clip and icon in the Video Storage System� The following

SQL statement creates the table named invert�le in which each row contains a

text column called id for the �lename of a video clip with a few extra columns

containing textual information about this video clip� There is also a doc column

called doc which stores the full�text document of each video clip� This doc type

column is used to create the index table� on which the search index will be based�

create table invert
le �

id text�

size int�

frame int�

copyright text�

format text�

audio text�

doc doc 	

The following SQL statement inserts textual information and its search docu�

ment into a row of table invert�le�

insert into table invert
le values �

�winter�IM��

�������

���

�CNN��

�KUIM��

��users�winter�au��

��users�winter�doc� 	
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The most powerful feature of the Text DataBlade is its support of text searches

through its dtree access method� Before the text search feature can be used� a

dtree index must be created on the doc column that stores the documents to be

searched� Dtree indices are only available with the Text DataBlade� The syntax

for creating a dtree index is�

create index index name on table name

using dtree column name�op class��

The olny op class that is applicable to a dtree index is �text ops��

When a document is inserted into the table as an object of the doc type� the

�le is parsed into individual words� The Text DataBlade then looks for the stem�

or root� of each word in the Word Net tables which are provided as part of the

Datablade module� The Text DataBlade is case�insensitive� A list of the doc�

uments� stemwords is compiled� After the words have been stemmed� they are

compared to a list of stopwords contained in the stopwords �le� also provided as

part of the Text DataBlade� If a word is a stopword� it is removed from the list of

stemwords� The stemwords that survive this elimination process are stored in the

large object that contains the document� following the document�s text� This list

of stemwords forms the basis of the document�s dtree index which is then used for

text searches of documents based on their contents� In our system� each document

describes a speci�c video clip�
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Text DataBlade Boolean Search Function

The Text DataBlade search function that is used for Boolean search is called

Contains�	� The syntax of this search function is Contains�doc� text	 which

returns Boolean� The text argument is an input string that contains the word or

words being searched for and the doc argument is the speci�c document id� Con�

tains�	 returns whether or not the words speci�ed by an input string are contained

in a speci�ed document� It is typically used in a search condition to return a list

of documents that match the Boolean expression in the input string� Documents

are returned in descending order of how well their contents match the input string�

The following SQL statement is used for searches of documents which leads to

the return of video clip�s id�

select � from invert
le where Contains�doc��input string	

Figure ��� shows the sequences of steps on how a query input and its return

result is being processed by the IRE� In this �gure� all the routines whose names

start with a �mi� phrase are built�in functions in Libmi�c standard library pro�

vided by Illustra System� Libmi allows user�written procedures access Illustra

database system�

��� Query Server �QS�

The query server software component controls the data and signal tra�c between

the Remote Client and the Information Retrieval Engine� It serves as the gateway

between the database system and Remote Client� A Remote Client �rst establishes
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a connection with the network software residing in the Query Server before it

communicates with the IRE or VSS� All the signals from Remote Client come to

Query Server �rst before they are forwarded to their corresponding destinations�

Another important task of Query Server is to establish a connection with Illustra

Database Server as needed in order to perform Boolean searches� Figure ��	 shows

function block diagram of the Query Server� As can be seen in this �gure� all the

data and signals are converted into byte streams before they are sent over through

the network� The network software in this query server is a connection�oriented

protocol implemented using Berkeley socket� This server socket listens at a speci�c

port number� waiting for a connection from a remote client�
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��� Client

As discussed in the previous chapter� the Client consists of six major sub�components�

The implementation of each sub�component is included in the following�

����� The Network Software

This is the client network software implemented using a Berkeley socket� This

connection�oriented protocol handles the data transfer in streams of bytes� Its ma�

jor function is to establish a network connection to the Query Server for searching

activities and data transfer� The implementation detail of this network software

will be discussed later in section ����

����� The Signal Distributor

This is a signal controller that distributes signals generated from the client GUI

to their corresponding processes� It collects the return signals from Query Server

and forwards them to the appropriate sub�component as a trigger signal� In terms

of C source code� this signal controller is implemented as case� loop and�or if

control statements which checks a given input and call for a speci�c function if it

matches and ful�lls the required condition� Although not a separate module� the

signal distributor was treated as an entity in the design process to help us identify

all the necessary control structures�

����� The Textual Source Collector

This textual source collector reads all the textual information relating to a video

clip� one hit or retrieved clip� at a time� This information includes the �lename

and size of the video clip and image which are used for video data �le transferring
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Figure ���� The Textual Information Array in Tcl�Tk environment

purposes� The textual information array is implemented as an array of records�

with each record storing the information for a speci�c video clip See Figure �����

One �eld of the record indicates whether or not the video clip is already cached

on the local disk�

����� The Non�textual Sources Collector

This sub�component performs two functions� �� it receives data streams of video

clips from the socket and �� it receives data streams of images from the socket� As

shown in Figure ��
� the program �rst reads the �lename which identi�es a video

clip or an image� Then the size of the �le is read from the local array discussed

in section ������ The program then reads the required number of bytes from the
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speci�ed socket and writes that data into a newly created �le� In other words�

this is a simple �le transfer process from the server to the client�

����� The Video Display and Editing Feature

Our goal on video playback is to make sure that the video can be played back at a

near real�time rate say ����� frames per second�� In order to achieve this playback

rate� it is necessary to use hardware to decompress the video and audio data� The

playback rate using software is around ����� frames per second� To achieve the

real�time playback rate� the J��� video board with Multimedia Services for DEC

OSF�� AXP are used to decompress the video and audio data and map the de�

compressed video data into an Ximage� The Ximage is then displayed using XLib

routines which are implemented as low�level code used by Tcl�Tk video widgets�

Concurrently� the decompressed audio is sent to the audio playback driver which

converts digitized audio data into an analog signal that is forwarded to speakers�

Mechanism of Audio and Video Playback

The idea of video frame playback is to decompress one frame of video data at a

time using hardware or software� The frames are them mapped into Ximages for

display� At the same time� audio frame playback requires a more complex mecha�

nism� The audio frame is �rst decompressed using hardware or software and then

stored in an audio bu�er which can take up to sixteen frames of decompressed

audio data� The decompressed audio data is concurrently read from this bu�er by

an audio playback driver which converts digital audio into an analog signal and

sends it to the speakers� The fetching of audio data from the audio bu�er into

audio playback driver is considered continuous as long as there is new audio data
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available in this audio bu�er� A discontinuous audio playback occurs when the

audio bu�er runs out of data� This produces a discontinuous analog audio stream

which is noticeable by human ears� Hence� it is desirable to make sure that the

audio bu�er always has data available for the audio driver� This is achieved by

having a large bu�er size and a continuously running process to �ll the bu�er� The

only drawback of this practice is the limitation of the memory found in certain

client machines�

The video and audio playback mechanism is shown in Figure ����� This �gure

shows that we are using the audio stream to control the rate of video frame play�

back� Since there is a lag between audio playback and video frame mapping into

Ximage format� a few frames of video data are skipped occasionally to synchronize

the video to the audio� The video is allowed to lag a maximum of � frames ���

second of a second� behind the audio� When this maximum is exceeded� the video

stream skips ahead to resynchronize with the audio stream�

The video editing feature includes taking a snapshot of an individual frame

of the playback video and storing it in KUIM image �le format� The user can

also select their favorite video clip and store it in either AVI or KUIM format�

The video playback widget can be resized for larger or smaller video clips� The

maximum widget size that can be handled is �	�x
�� pixels�

Data Transfer Mechanism Over The Internet

This VISION prototype transfers video data in AVI �les� That is to say� video

data is transferred from the database to the remote client as video data �les which

are decompressed at the remote client using hardware or software for playback�
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Using the existing Ethernet connection between the Query Server and the Remote

Client� a � MB data �le compressed at a ratio of ��� takes about �� seconds to

be transmitted from the database to the Remote Client for playback� This data

transfer rate is far behind from our goal of achieving real time data streaming

mechanism� One of the solutions to this low data transfer rate is to use ATM net�

work� in which high data transfer rate can be achieved� We could also compress

the video and audio at a higher ratio� decompress it in the Client�s hardware� but

this leads to lower quality video�

Hardware and Software Data Decompression

In this prototype� a video or audio data stream can be decompressed using either

hardware or software� The quality of the decompressed data for both methods

does not di�er� The standard size of a video frame that is used in this prototype

is ���x��� pixels� The hardware decompression� which can achieve a speed of up

to �� frame�sec� is needed to playback the video in real time� On the other hand�

software decompress can in the range of ����� frame�sec� Therefore� software

decompression is used only when hardware decompression is not available�

����	 The Client GUI

The main function of the client GUI is to provide an easy to use graphical user

interface� It provides the interactive interface between the users and the Query

Server� Figure ���� shows the system �ow diagram of this client GUI�

A screen dump of the Client GUI is shown in Figure ����� The Boolean query

entry menu is shown at the top part of the main widget at the left� Right below
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the bottom of the query entries are the Send and Quit command buttons� The

Send command button is used to send queries to the Query Server� The Quit

command button is used for closing the Boolean search process� The bottom half

of the main widget is used to display the icons of the retrieved video clips� There

is a textual information button for each icon which will create a window displaying

textual information for that video clip� An example of this textual information

display widget is shown at the bottom right of Figure �����

The maximum number of hits allowed for a query input is ��� The Boolean

search query does not automatically transfer any video clips from the video database�

Video clips are only transferred to the local disk of the client when video playback

signal is sent� This two phase process reduces the load of hit transfers tremen�

dously� To playback a speci�ed video clip found in the icons display widget� the

user double clicks on the video button at the bottom right of that icon� The Client

creates a signal which is sent to the Query Server to transfer the AVI video �le of

that video clip in the Video Storage System to the Client for playback� Once the

AVI �le is at the Client�s local disk� the J��� video board is used for video and

audio decompression which creates the data stream for movie playback�

An example of a movie playback widget is shown at the top right of �gure

����� A movie playback widget consists of a video screen with a default size of

���x��� pixels and a set of movie control buttons� The movie control buttons

are play forward� play backward� fast forward� fast backward� forward and back�

ward stepping� stop and reset� A few video editing features are also available via

the menu buttons at the top of the movie playback widget� These video editing

features are resizing the video screen� retrieving an image from the video clip� re�
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seting the video screen� turning the soundtrack on or o�� and storing the video clip�

Tcl�Tk Software Package for GUI

Two packages called Tcl and Tk provide a programming system for developing

and using graphical user interface applications� Tcl stands for �tool programming

language� ���� which is a simple scripting language for controlling and extending

applications� It provides generic programming facilities which are useful for a wide

range of applications� such as variables and loops and procedures� Furthermore�

Tcl is embeddable� its interpreter is implemented as a library of C procedures that

can easily be incorporated into applications� and each application can extend the

core Tcl features with additional commands speci�c to that application�

One of the most useful extensions to Tcl is Tk� It is a toolkit for the X Window

System� Tk extends the core Tcl facilities with additional commands for building

user interfaces� so that you can construct Motif user interfaces by writing Tcl

scripts instead of C code� Tk is implemented as a library of C procedures so it

too can be used in many di�erent applications� Individual applications can also

extend the base Tk features with new user�interface widgets and geometry man�

agers written in C�

Tcl makes it easy for any application to have a powerful scripting language�

Once few new Tcl commands are written to provide the basic features of a new

application� the application can be linked with the Tcl interpreter to produce a

full�function scripting language that includes both the commands provided by Tcl

and those implemented by the application� The second bene�t of Tcl�Tk is rapid
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Figure ����� The Screen Dump of The Client Performing A Boolean Search
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development� For example� many advanced windowing applications can be writ�

ten entirely as Tcl scripts with no C code at all� using a windowing shell called

wish� This allows programmers to code at a much higher level than C or C���

and many of the details that C programmers must address are hidden� Another

bene�t with Tcl�Tk is that Tcl is an interpreted language� When you use a Tcl

application such as wish you can generate and execute new scripts on the �y with�

out recompiling or restarting the application� New ideas can be tested and their

bugs can be �xed very rapidly� The only drawback of this is that the resulting

code runs slower than compiled C code� but this is generally o�set by the speed

of modern workstations�

Writing Tcl Applications in C

In order to make a Tcl application as �exible and powerful as possible� its C

code should be organized as a set of new Tcl commands that provide a clean

set of primitive operations� The central structure manipulated by the Tcl library

is a C structure of type Tcl Interp� Almost all of the Tcl library procedures

take a pointer to a Tcl Interp structure as an argument� An interpreter embod�

ies the execution state of a Tcl script� including commands implemented in C�

Tcl procedures� variables� and an execution stack that re�ects partially�evaluated

commands and Tcl procedures�

Each Tcl command is represented by a command procedure written in C�

When the command is invoked during script evaluation� Tcl calls its command

procedure to carry out the command� In order for a command procedure to be

invoked by Tcl� we must register the code C by calling Tcl CreateCommand� The
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following shows how a command procedure called EqCmd could be registered

with Tcl CreateCommand Tcl function�

Tcl CreateCommandinterp� �eq�� EqCmd� ClientData �� NULL�

Tcl CmdDeleteProc �� NULL��

The �rst argument to Tcl CreateCommand identi�es the interpreter in which

the command will be used� The second argument speci�es the name for the

command and the third argument speci�es its command procedure� A set of new

Tcl commands are implemented in this Client GUI� They are�

� avi�c

This is a new command procedure which creates a video widget to display

an image frame of AVI video �le� Together with a Tk procedure called

movie controls� it is the external representation of the video playback

feature used for AVI video playback� J��� video board and MME drivers

are called for decompression and audio output setup�

� video�c

This is a new command procedure which creates a video widget to display

an image frame in KUIM video �le format� This video widget has basically

the same functionality as avi�c except that it does not has audio playback�

� tcl boolean�c

This is a set of command procedures which are used for handling non�textual

and textual data tra�c between the network socket and the Client GUI�

� tcl client�c

This is a set of command procedures which comprise the network software
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package used to establish the connection between the Remote Client and

the Query Server�

For �exibility and more powerful applications� all the C coded programs in the

client software have been registered as command procedures so that they can be

used in the Tcl�Tk environment more easily�

Colormap Issues

Both AVI and KUIM format representing pixels using ��bits which is su�cient for

��� colors� Each uses a private bitmap color table an array of ��� entries� for each

video clip� Each entry is a ���bit RGB� structure representing the true color of the

pixel� The RGB value for a given pixel can be easily retrieved using table look�up�

The colormap is used to map the pixel values of video clips to the display

colors found in the system hardware� It is used to translate each pixel�s value

into the visible colors we see on the screen� There are two ways in which a pixel

value can be mapped into a display colors� These two methods are using a default

colormap or a private colormap to �nd the display colors for each pixel�

Usually a private colormap for each widget is used to obtain a high quality of

image display� and to avoid the problem of running out of color entries� In this

private colormap method� a colormap which has ��� entries is created for each

widget� Since the maximum number of color entries needed to display an AVI or

KUIM format video clip is ���� the newly created private colormap will always

have enough entries to map each entry found in the bitmap color table of the video

�Three primary color components� Red� Green� and Blue
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clip into its own display color entries� This private colormap can only be used

by the assigned widget and is not sharable� The only drawback of using private

colormap for image display is the �ashing phenomenon when the cursor is moved

from one widget to another widget� This �ashing occurs when the cursor moves

from one widget to another� where the second widget uses a di�erent colormap�

All the colors on the screen get reinterpreted using the new colormap� resulting

in often drastic color changes�

In order to avoid the unpleasant �ashing phenomenon� we chose to use the

default colormap method for video displaying purposes� In this approach� all the

widgets of a running application share a common colormap with ��� color entries�

To display a video clip� each widget will try to allocate enough color entries in

the default colormap� based on the bitmap color table of the video clip� Hence� a

color entry of the default colormap could be allocated by one widget and shared

by another widget� The drawback to using the default colormap is that� with only

��� color entries� we can run out of colors very quickly when there is more than

one widget sharing the default colormap� When the colormap is full� instead of

adding a new color� we must �nd the closest matching colormap entry� To do this�

the Euclidean Distance Algorithm� which calculates the square root of the total

sum of square of each primary color component of a color pixel� i�e�� green� blue

and red� is used� We are able to get a high quality of video display when video

clips are played one at a time� The quality is greatly reduced when multiple video

clips are playbacked simultaneously�
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��� Networking

Sockets are an interprocess communication mechanism which allows processes to

talk to each other� even if they are on di�erent machines� It is this across�network

capability that makes them so useful� Process communication via sockets is the

basis of the client�server model� One process� known as a server process� creates a

socket whose name is known by other client processes� These client processes talk

to the server process via a connection to its named socket� To do this� a client

�rst creates an unnamed socket and then requests that it be connected to the

server�s named socket� A successful connection returns one �le descriptor to the

client and one to the server� both of which may be used for reading and writing�

The socket connections are bidirectional which means data can be read or written

at either end�

Once a socket connection is made� it is quite common for the server process

to fork a child process to converse with the client� while the original parent pro�

cess continues to accept other client connections� In other words� the server can

have multiple remote clients connected at the same time� The domain of a socket

indicates where the server and client sockets may reside� We are implementing

this client�server model in AF INET which allows the clients and server may be

anywhere on the Internet� Also� as mentioned in the previous section� the data

format in the network is a byte stream� Therefore� the SOCK STREAM type of

socket is used which supports sequenced� reliable� two�way connection base and

variable length streams of bytes�

Figure ���� shows a time line for typical scenario that resulting a connection�

oriented transfer� First the server is started� then sometime later a client is started
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that connects to the server�
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Chapter �

System Testing and Future Work

��� System Testing

����� Prototype Veri
cation and Validation

Veri�cation and validation is the generic term for testing to ensure that the soft�

ware meets its requirements and that the requirements meet the needs of the

software procurer� Veri�cation and validation is a whole life cycle process� It

starts with requirements reviews and continues through regular and structured

reviews to product testing� In our case� this process is used to check the proto�

type to ensure that it meets the software and hardware requirements discussed in

Chapter �� Since the goal of this thesis is to build a prototype but not a complete

product� the validation process is omitted from the prototype testing process�

����� The Program Testing

Although other techniques exist� Program Testing is still the predominant Veri�

�cation and Validation technique� Testing is normally carried out during imple�

mentation and also� in a di�erent form� when implementation is complete� Testing
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Figure ���� Stages of Prototype Testing Flow Chart

involves exercising the program using data similar to the real data expected by

the program� Nevertheless� program testing can only demonstrate the presence of

defects in a program� it cannot demonstrate that the program is error�free�

Systems should not be tested merely as a single unit� A large system usually

consists of several sub�systems� built as modules� which are composed of proce�

dures and functions� Hence� the testing process should proceed in stages where

testing is carried out incrementally in conjunction with system implementation�

Figure ��� shows a �ow chart of the stages of program testing used in my proto�

type development� As can be seen in this �gure� a repeat loop from one stage to

the other is needed when defects are discovered at that stage� In other words� the

testing process is an iterative one with testing information being fed back from

later stages to earlier parts of the process�

Since this prototype is designed and implemented using top�down techniques�

a top�down testing technique is also used for program testing purposes� The

following lists the sequence of prototype implementation and its testing process�

�� A simple client�server network model
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The �rst step in implementing the VISION prototype was to set up a network

connection between a server program and a client program� There was no

GUI in the client program and the server was just a shell� The purpose of

this simple client and server program was to demonstrate that the server can

be reached and connected to by a client through the Internet� For testing

purposes� ASCII �les were used to transfer data from the server to the client�

�� Adding Query Server Software Component

The second step of building the VISION prototype was to add the query

server software component to the client�server model� In order to test the

functionality of the Query Server� a few query signals such as searching for

a �le in the server directory given a �lename in the client side were added�

In this model� image �les such as KUIM image �les were requested by the

client� The server received the signal and performed searches using the

�lename provided by the client� Then the �le was transferred to the client�

if it was found�

�� Adding Client GUI to the client software

Client GUI software implemented using Tcl�Tk software package was added

to the client software� The Client GUI provided an interactive user interface

to the user for �lename and display images� In this version of prototype� we

tested that the user could input any image �lename request in the Client

GUI and send the message to Query Server through the Internet� The Query

Server then forked a process to �nd the �le identi�ed by client� If the �le

was found in the speci�ed directory� it was transferred to the client� The

client displayed the image �le using a Tcl�Tk image widget� Otherwise� the

Query Server returned a �ag indicating �le was not found�
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�� Connecting the database server with Query Server

The next step was to establish a connection between the database server�

which serves as an information retrieval unit� and Query Server� The video

segments were hand selected and manually indexed� This prototype was

able to handle Boolean search queries from the client and return results

to the client for display� Thus� this version of prototype was able to do

content�based retrieval of video segments�

�� Handling Compressed Video Segments

The previous version of the prototype assumed that the video received was

not compressed� The next goal was to ensure that the client can support

both hardware and software decompression of JPEG format� allowing for

much faster data transfer over the network� A video widget was imple�

mented using C code which performed the video playback function� This

included the decompression of each video frame and conversion of the data

into Ximage format to be displayed using Xlib routines� The testing pro�

cess con�rmed that the playback rate was between �� frame�sec and ��

frame�sec�

�� Handling audio palyback

The audio stream was also extracted from the video storage system and

decompressed using hardware or software� The decompressed audio data

was sent to an audio playback driver� in which the digitized audio data was

converted to an analog signal and sent to the speakers� The main testing

process in the prototype was the synchronization between the audio and

video streams�

	� Adding Video Editing Features
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Next� we added more features to the video display utilities such as changing

the size of the video widget and taking a snapshot of a video clip� This

required changes to the Client software with no modi�cation to the server�

�� Digitizing An Hour Of Video Data For Demonstration

The �nal step in the prototype ful�lled the system requirements discussed

in Chapter �� Here� an hour of video and the accompanying audio were digi�

tized� compressed� manually indexed and stored to provide a small database

for demonstration purposes� We chose to digitize an hour of movie called

Star Wars�

��� Results

The prototype achieved the following results�

� A system and network architecture to support the delivery of video library

services on the Internet�

� Search and retrieval engines to provide content�based access to video seg�

ments of interest to the user�

� User interfaces to support the use of digital video library�

� A valuable digital video library of approximately one hour of video� made

accessible to a testing client�

��� Prototype Demonstration

The following scenario illustrates the thread of events when a user performs a

search for sports videos using VISION�

		



�� The user enters the word sports in the appropriate �eld of the query window�

�� The user indicates that they are ready to send by clicking on the Send button

in the query window� This causes Boolean query input to be built�

�� A connection is established with Query Server�

�� The Boolean query is sent to the Query Server by writing the Boolean query

string to the socket in byte stream format�

�� The Query Server reads the Boolean query from the socket� This Boolean

query is formatted as an SQL query�

�� A connection is established with the Illustra Server and the SQL statement

is sent to the Boolean search engine of the Ilustra Text DataBlade�

	� The search results are stored in a saveset� This is a table in which each row

represents a retrieved clip� or a hit� Each column consists of the id of the

video clip� the icon representation of the �rst frame� the size of the video

clip� the video �le format of the video clip� the compression scheme of the

video data� and the category of the video clip� This information is written

to the socket� On the client side� a reverse function reads the data from

the socket and stores it in a local array� After the data transfer process is

complete� the client displays all the icons of the retrieved video clip� Figure

��� shows a screen dump of the client after the query is processed� The icons

of each video clips are shown in a widget at the bottom half of the main

search widget� A smaller display widget named Clip Capture appears at the

right of the main search widget to display textual information about a video

clip when the button named Clip Num�� which is at the bottom left of the
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icon� is pressed� This textual information includes the �lename and size of

the video clip�

�� The Client closes the connection with the Query Server

The user can preview the search results by reading the textual information

about the video clips by pressing the Clip Num� button provided at bottom left

of each icon� and viewing the icon� He can request the entire clip by selecting the

button at the bottom right of the icon�

To view a clip� the following occurs�

�� The user clicks on the video playback button of a chosen icon�

�� The video clip transfer signal is written to the socket� followed by the id of

the video clip and the size of its �le�

�� The Query Server reads the id and size of the video clip and starts the video

�le transfer process by opening the correct video �le in the Video Storage

System and writing the number of bytes speci�ed to the socket� On the

client side� there is a reverse function which reads a same total number of

bytes of data from the socket and stores them in a new AVI �le�

�� The Client closes the connection with the Query Server�

�� A video display module decompresses the video and audio data for video

playback event� Figure ��� shows a screen dump of the Client when user

clicks the video playback button at the bottom right of the icon� Also

shown in this �gure is a storage widget which prompts the user for output

�lename and the format of video �le to be saved� A screen dump showing a

	




Figure ���� The Screen Dump of The Client Performing A Boolean Search
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frame from a retrieved video clip is shown in Figure ���� Storage functions

are provided for the user to save the retrieved video clip or the chosen frame�

Figure ���� The Screen Dump of The Video Clip Retrieving Process

Figure ��� and ��� show the thread of events for both processes�

��



Figure ���� The Screen Dump of Images Retrieving Process
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��� Future Work

The goal of this prototype is to demonstrate a system and network architecture

to support the searching and retrieval of video data from a video library on the

Internet� Each of the software components de�ned in Chapter � will be re�ned and

modi�ed in order to reach the requirement speci�cations of the fully functional

VISION system� Hence� the future work on this VISION prototype includes the

following�

�� Video Data Streaming

Currently� the video data is handled as �les� We need to re�ne this to be a

stream that transfers one video and audio frame at a time from the Server

to a Remote Client which displays it without storing it locally� The video

data could be in compressed format which is decompressed in the Remote

Client end� or it could be decompressed in the Server before it is sent to the

Client for playback� In order to transfer uncompressed video in real time�

we must test on an ATM network�

�� Implement Client GUI using Motif and X Window package

Tcl�Tk scripts allow only string data type� Hence� unless there is a solution

to handle pointer passing between two widgets in Tcl�Tk script� the Client

GUI in the prototype written in Tcl�Tk package will be reimplemented using

Motif and X Window package�

�� Automatic Content�Based Indexing

The speech recognition of the audio track will provide more data to build

search indices for each video clip� Closed caption information may also be

available�
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�� Port the Client software to other workstations

Client software will be extended so that it is supported by multiple work�

station architectures such as Alpha� Suns� SGI and Pentium�

�� Design E�cient VSS

Redesign the Video Storage System to handle video data more e�ciently�

Speed and space will be the major concern�

�� Complete the Video Processing System implementation

A �rst prototype of VPS is close to the completion under the work of Dr�

Li� Re�nement to select the appropriate compression ratio for storage and

to improve the automatic segmentation is underway�
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Chapter �

Conclusion

A working VISION prototype with restricted functionality was designed and im�

plemented� The work of this thesis serves as a basis for writing the speci�cation

for a production quality system� This thesis performs most of the important

pilot work in developing the technologies necessary to provide automatic video

indexing and digital video delivery via computer network� Most of the work in�

volved in this VISION digital video library prototyping was to test and de�ne

software�hardware solutions for each of the sub�system components� This work

includes studying and choosing a suitable database management system to be the

VISION video database system� choosing a text database which has the capa�

bility to perform Boolean search as the Information Retrieval Engine� studying

and using TCP�IP network protocol for the network tra�c control� and using the

Tcl�Tk software package for the Client GUI implementation� When the software

or hardware solution for each sub�system component was de�ned� the next task

was to design and implement each of the sub�system components in a working

prototype which could perform the speci�ed functionality�

We tried to detect and solve each of the design and implementation problems

�	



that were encounted in the simpliest� but e�cient way� Examples of the problems

solved were colormapping for video clip playback in the Tcl�Tk environment�

multimedia data handling in the network� video and audio synchronization in

the video playback� etc� The techniques that are used in this prototyping will

serve as the basic ideas and solutions to our future work in building a complete

and productive system� The important technologies that we learned from this

prototyping include video data processing techniques� multimedia data handling

in the network� database system organization� Boolean search window layout�

and video�audio playback synchronization� Our future work goal of extending

this VISION prototype to a complete product will be an extension of these basic

techniques�
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